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Conditional time delay in scattering theory

M. Sassoli de Bianchi
Institut de Physique Théorique, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland

(10. III. 1993)

Abstract. We give a general and mathematically precise definition of the notion of conditional
time delay in scattering theory i.e., a notion of time delay for a given condition of observation
of the scattered particle. A formula, generalising the Eisenbud-Wigner time delay formula, is
derived. The basic concept entering in the definition of the conditional time delay is that of
conditional sojourn time. Although conditional sojourn times cannot be uniquely defined in
quantum mechanics because of the uncertainty principle, we show that conditional time delays
admit a well defined probabilistic interpretation in the limit of infinitly extended spatial regions.
Some comments are presented in relation with ihe tunneling time problem.

1. Introduction

The concept of sojourn time has been successfully applied in non relativistic quantum
scattering theory to give a general, physically transparent and mathematically precise
definition of the global time delay and to study its relation to the energy derivative of
phase shifts. More precisely, if ipt denotes the (normalized and square integrable) wave
function at time t of a scattering state which is asymptotic to a free evolving state tpt in
the remote past (lim || ipt — tpt ||= 0 in the Hilbert space norm as t —> — oo), then the real
number (tp tpt=o)

/oodt\\FBrM2 (1.1)
-oo

where Fbt denotes the projection operator onto the set of states localized in the ball Br of
radius r, centered at the origin in configuration space, may be interpreted as the average
total time spent by this state, during its complete evolution, inside the ball Br and is
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usually called the sojourn time (or transit, or residence, or dwell time) of tpt in BT (see the
review paper [1]). In a similar way, one introduces for comparison the free sojourn time

/oodt\\FBrtptf (1.2)
-oo

associated to the (free evolving) incoming asymptotic state tpt. The difference between
these two quantities represents then the time delay

r(Br,tp) T(Br,tp)-Tt(Br,tp) (1.3)

for the ball BT and for a scattering initiated in the state tp. The time delay for the initial
state tp is defined as the limit of r(Br,tp) as r —? oo 1. We write for it

r(<p) lim r(Br,tp). (1.4)
r—?oo

A large littérature is devoted to the proof of the existence of the limit (1.4) and its identity
to the Eisenbud-Wigner time delay formula ([1],[3]-[11])

TE-w(tp) (<P,TE.wtp) (1.5)

where rE.w is the Eisenbud-Wigner time delay operator with energy shell components

W(E) ee -iS\E)^ß (1.6)

and S(E) is the scattering operator at energy E, acting on square integrable wave functions
of the angular variables in momentum space. Formula (1.5),(1.6) generalize the classical

formula of Eisenbud and Wigner asserting that, for scattering by a spherically symmetric
potential in a given partial wave subspace, the time delay is expressed by the derivative of
the phase shift with respect to energy (see [12],[13] but also [1]).

However, the time delay (1.3),(1.4) is a global quantity. Indeed, its calculation involves
the scattered wave in all directions i.e., with no specification of the conditions of observation
of the scattered particle. Another possibility is to introduce a notion of time delay more
appropriate for scattering observed by counters in a differential cross-section measurement
i.e., a notion of time delay from a given direction into a given direction of observation
of the scattered particle, namely an angular time delay. The idea for this type of time
delay apparently was present in the original work of Eisenbud and Wigner [12],[13] and
has since been studied by number of authors (see [14] and references therein). Under

1 The limit (1.4) for the time delay can exist, in general, only for sequences of dilated
balls. If the limit exists, it also depends on the arbitrary choice of the dilation center of the
balls [2]. Throughout all this paper we shall only consider, for simplicity, balls centered at
the origin.
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certain circumstances it has been found that the angular time delay TE(ki,k2) for an
initial direction fcj and a final direction k2 (at fixed energy E) is given by the derivative
of the argument of the corresponding S-matrix element

TE(h,h) jÈ™g(h\S(E)\kl). (1.7)

However, unlike the global time delay, the angular time delay has not received until now
a general and mathematically precise definition.

The main purpouse of the present paper is to provide a general, mathematically precise
and physically transparent definition of the concept of conditional time delay rF(tp) i.e., the
time delay corresponding to an initial state tp and for a scattered state which is ultimately
observed in some arbitrary subspace of the space of scattering states, specified by the range
of a given projection operator F. For instance, if F is the projection operator onto the
subspace of states with momentum lying in the cone C(k2,a) {k S R3\k ¦ k2 > oc\k\],
where \k2\ — 1 and 0 < o < 1, then (according to Dollard's scattering into cones [15])

t (tp) will be the time delay for an initial state tp and for a scattering state found in the

cone C(k2, a) in configuration space as t —» oo. Passing then to the limit of an incoming
plane wave with direction k\ and of a cone of vanishing apex-angle (i.e., a —> 1), we recover
in section 4 the angular time delay (1.7).

The basic concept entering in the definition of the global time delay is that of sojourn
time. In the same way, we shall see that the basic concept entering in the definition of
the conditional time delay is that of conditional sojourn time i.e., a concept of sojourn
time condititonal to a given observation of the scattered particle. To do this we shall

proceed as follows. In section 2 we consider the one-dimensional motion of a classical

scattering particle with initial conditions distributed by some probability law in phase

space. In this particular context, we shall define the average sojourn times for transmitted
and reflected trajectories separately. Transmission and reflection time delays will then be

defined with respect to suitable choices of the free reference times. This section should be

considered as a preparative for section 3 where we construct the quantum transmission and
reflection sojourn times as the natural quantum analogues of the corresponding classical

quantities. The main conceptual difficulty that we shall encounter in this generalization is

related to the non-existence, in quantum mechanics, of analogues of classical objects such

as joint probability distributions (and thus conditional probabilities) for non commuting
observables. As a consequence, due to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, conditional
sojourn times with a proper probabilistic interpretation cannot be defined, in general, in
quantum mechanics. However, this difficulty will not play a crucial role as long as one is

interested in the time delay limit. Some comments will be presented in relation with the

tunneling time controversy. Section 4 is devoted to the natural generalization of the results
of section 3 to the case of a three-dimensional scattering and for more general conditions of
observation of the scattering particle. A formula, generalizing the Eisenbud-Wigner time
delay formula (1.5),(1.6), will be derived. Under suitable assumptions it will be shown
that this formula specializes to the angular time delay formula (1.7).
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2. One-dimensional classical scattering

We consider in this section the simple system constituted by a one-dimensional classical

particle of mass m moving in an external conservative force field F(x) —dV(x)/dx.
We shall assume for simplicity that the force has a finite range (x^,x2) (i.e., V(x) 0 for
x < xi and x > x2). The states of such a single particle system are points (x,p) € R2

representing the position and the momentum of the particle. The free and interacting
dynamical transformations are given by

$°t:(x,p)i-^(x+pt,p)
it : (x,p) ,-> (x(t),p(t))

where p(t) mdx(t)/dt and x(t) is the unique solution of the equation md2x(t)/dt2
F(x(t)) with initial conditions x(0) x and dx/dt(0) p/m [16]. In the usual way, we

define the "Moller transformations"

ft± lim $_« o $? (2.2)
t—*±oo

and the scattering transformation

s ft;;1 o n_ (2.3)

where o denotes compositions of maps and we assume asymptotic completeness [16]. An
important property of the scattering transformation (2.3) is that it commutes with the
free evolution i.e.,

5o$J $»o5. (2.4)

Let us now suppose that we have an ensemble of initial conditions (xo,Po) € R2, at time
t 0, described by a probability distribution / such that f dx0 J_ dpof(xo,Po) 1.

We also assume that the particles come from the left i.e., f(xo,po) 0 for all xq € R if
Po < 0. The scattering state at time t, associated with the initial condition (x0,Po), is

$toft_(x0,p0). Thus, the probability P<(E,/) of finding, at time t, a particle in a volume
E C R2 in phase space is given by

/OO
y»00

dx0 dp0Xzo$toÇi-(x0,p0)f(xo,po) (2.5)
-oo J — oo

where X% is the characteristic function of the volume E (X^(x,p) 1 if (x,p) £ E and

X-£,(x,p) 0 otherwise). Making the change of variables (x,p) $tofl-.(xo,po) and using
the well known fact that the transformations (2.1)-(2.3) are measure preserving [16], the

probability (2.5) may be rewritten into the form

P((E,/) (°°dx rdpXs(x,p)ft(x,p) (XE)/t (2.6)
J—oo J—oo
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where ft(x,p) / oftfa o $_t(x,p) is the probability (distribution) of finding a particle,
at time r, with position x and momentum p. Let now Xbt be the characteristic function of

{x|x £ (—r, r)} x R where (—r, r) is a finite interval containing the support of the potential.
Then, Pt(Br,f) (XBT)f, is the probability of finding, at time t, a particle in the interval

(—r,r). The average time spent in (—r,r) during a complete evolution, for the initial
distribution /, may then be defined as the integral

T(Br,f)= [°°dtPt(Br,f). (2.7)
J—oo

In the same way, we define the free reference average time Tj°(i?r, /) associated with the

(free evolving) incoming asymptotic states $J(xo,po) by

2*(BP>/)= ndtP?nit(Br,f) (2.8)
J — oo

where Pfltt(Br,f) (-Xbp)/° and /t° / o $?_t. The average global time delay, for the
initial distribution /, may then be defined as the limit

r(/) Hm (T(Br, f) - T°(Br, /)). (2.9)

However, since the scattering states $t o fì_(xo,po) are as closely associated with the

outgoing asymptotic states $° o S(xo,po) as they are with the incoming ones, an equally
reasonable definition for the time delay is

r(f) Hm (T(Br, f) - T°ut(Br, /)) (2.10)

where To0ut(Sr, /) is the free reference average time associated with the outgoing asymptotic
states $J o S(x0)po) i-e.,

/oodtP^ttt(Br,f) (2.11)
-OO

with

/OO
f oo

dx0 / dpo XBr o $? o S(xo,po)f(x0ipo)
-oo J—oo

/oo
*oo

dx / dpXBr(x,p)f? o S-^x.p) (Xb,)^-!
-oo J —oo

(2.12)

where for the second equality in (2.12) we have made the change of variables (x,p) —

$J o 5(xo,po). However, since the scattering transformation is energy conserving, we
have2

Tt(Br,f) T^t(Br,f). (2.13)

2 In more than one dimension the equality (2.13) still holds for spherically symmetric
potentials and in general it is to be replaced by T° (Br, f) T?ut(Br, f) + 0(r-1); see for
instance [10].
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In other terms, the free reference average time is independent of the choice of incoming or
outgoing asymptotic states and the definitions (2.9) and (2.10) are in fact equivalents.

A scattering particle coming from the left is transmitted (alternatively, reflected) if
its outgoing momentum is positive (alternatively, negative). Thus, the transmission (-+)
and reflection (—) probabilities P±(/), for the initial distribution /, are given by

/OO
/»OO («OO /»OO

dx0 dp0X±oS(x0,p0)f(x0,p0)= dx0 dp0f±(x0,p0) (2.14)
-OO J— oo J — oo J—oo

where X (x,p) 0(±p) and 0 is the usual Heaviside step function. In view of defining
the average time spent in (—r, r), conditional to the fact that the particles are ultimately
transmitted (alternatively, reflected), we consider the time-dependent characteristic functions

Xf X±oSoüZ1oi_t (2.15)

and we observe that

(Xt)ft P±(/). (2.16)

The conditional probabilities Pt(Br\±,f) of finding a particle in (—r, r) at time t, knowing
that the particles will be ultimately transmitted (alternatively, reflected) are then given
by

Pt(Br\±,f)={X^)U (2.17)

and the average sojourn times T±(Pr,/) in (—r,r), associated to the initial distribution

/, for transmitted (alternatively, reflected) particles may be defined as the integral

/oodtPt(Br\±,f). (2.18)
-OO

Clearly, for the conditional sojourn times (2.18) we have the conditional average

T(Br, f) P+(f)T+(Br, f) + p-(f)T-(BT, f). (2.19)

since X+ + X~ I. The next step is to define, for comparison, free sojourn times
associated with the outgoing asymptotic states, for transmitted and reflected particles
separately3. For this, we notice that for a free evolution Xf1 is simply to be replaced

3 It is worth noting that, countrary to the case of the global time delay (2.9),(2.10), the
choice of outgoing asymptotic states (instead of incoming ones) in the definition of free

reference times for transmitted and reflected particles separately is necessary in order to
correctly substract the linear divergence in (2.18), as r —» oo (see the explicit calculation
in appendix A).
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by X± and we have (X±)fooS-i P±(f). The average free reference sojourn times for
transmitted (alternatively, reflected) particles are then given by

/oodtP^t(Br\±,f) (2.20)
-OO

where P°a,tt(Br\±, f) (X±XBr)/ooS_1/P±(/). The time delays r±(/), for the initial
distribution /, conditional to the fact that the particles are transmitted (alternatively,
reflected), may then be defined as the limit

r±(/) ee Hm (T±(Br,f) - T?>±(Br,f)) (2.21)

and the global (unconditional) time delay (2.9),(2.10) is given by

r(f) P+(f)r+(f) + P-(f)r-(f). (2.22)

An explicit calculation yields (see appendix A)

r±(/) P±(/)-1 fdEfHE)^1- (2.23)

where E p\/2m, ^(E) y/^/^odx0/±(x0, \/2mE) and a%(E) are the generators

of the scattering transformation (2.3), corresponding to the so-called quasiclassical
approximations for the quantum-mechanical phase shifts (see [17] and references therein).

3. One-dimensional quantum scattering

We consider in this section the quantum-mechanical generalisation of the classical

description presented in section 2. Let Uf — exp(-iHot) and Ut — exp(-iHt) be the free

and total evolution on the Hilbert space H L2(R) of quantum states, with self-adjoint
generators H0 —(\/2m)<P /dx2 and H —(l/2m)cP/dx2 + V(x) being respectively
the free and total hamiltonian (m is the mass of the particle and we have set % 1).
The potential V is such that the wave operators il± s— lim(_00 U±tU±t exist and axe

complete and the scattering operator 5 fü^fit- is unitary [16]. For sake of simplicity we
shall assume, as in section 2, that the potential has finite range (xi,x2).

According to the statistical interpretation of quantum theory, the random variables
of probability theory correspond to the observables of quantum theory and the probability
measures to the states. The correspondance between the classical objects defined in section
2 and their quantum mechanical analogues is then given by the following dictionary

• )>/,«—> (<M ¦ )iM
• ))*•«—? GM • )<?*)

• )>/°oS-> — (SlM • )S<pt) (3.1)

Xbt *—? FBr

Xf ?—? Ff s Utü-SiF±SiilU^
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where ipt Uttl-tp is the scattering state at time t, for a scattering initiated in the state tp,

tpt Uftp is the (free evolving) incoming asymptotic state (lim || ipt — tpt ||= Oasi-t —oo)

and Stpt UfStp is the (free evolving) outgoing asymptotic state (Hm || ^t — Stpt ||= 0

as t —y oo). Fbt is the projection operator onto the set of states localized in the spatial
interval (—r, r) and we have (tpt, FBript) =|| Fbtij>t ||2 Pt(Br, tp) which is the probabiHty
of finding the particle in (—r, r), at time t, for the initial state tp. The quantum analogue
of (2.16) is given by

(rpuF^t) (tp,ülu}F^Utü-tp) (tp,S^F±Stp) \\F±Stp\\2 P±(<p) (3.2)

where F* 0(±P) (P is the momentum operator) are the projection operators onto the
set of states of positive (alternatively, negative) momentum.

We come now to the crucial point of giving the quantum analogue of the conditional
probabilities (2.17). Unfortunately, countrary to the classical random variables Xbt and

Xt the projection operators FBr and Pt do not commute i.e., they correspond to uncom-
patible observables. Now, it is a well known fact that no genuine joint probabilities exist
in quantum mechanics for non commuting observables. Despite this fundamental difficulty
let us consider the following auxifiary function

Wt(Br, ij tp) Lt, \(Ft±FBr + FBrI?)^ (3.3)

It is then an easy matter to check that (3.3) obeys to the relations we would expect from
such a joint probability i.e.,

(i) Pt(Br,tp) Wt(BT, +;tp) + Wt(Br,-;tp),
(ii) P±(tp) Wt(Br, ±; tp) + Wt(K, ±; <p), B~r s R\Br.

Moreover, although (3.3) does not possess a proper probabilistic interpretation as

is clear from the fact that it may take negative values, in the limit r —> oo, we have

s—lim,.-,,» .Fbp J and thus

lim Wt(Br, ±; tp) P^tp) > 0. (3.4)
I—>oo

In other terms, in this limit, the observables FBr and P4 become compatibles and (3.3)
becomes non negative i.e., it recover a consistent joint probability interpretation. Thus,
keeping in mind that at the end we shall consider the time delay Hmit r —> oo, we define
the natural quantum analogues (in the sense of (i),(ii)) of the classical transmission and

reflection sojourn times (2.18) by

T*{Br,<p) P±(tp) l jTcft (jt, \(F±FBr + FBrFfyhj

/OO
/

dtReWt,Ft±FBrj>t) Re( (tp,S*F±STBrtpy
II **SV ||2

(3.5)
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where TBr fT^dtSllU^Fs^tSl- J^dtufùlFB^-U^ is the sojourn time operator.

Notice that, because of (i), we immediatly obtain

T(Br, tp) P+(tp)T+(Br, tp) + p-(tp)T-(Br, tp) (3.6)

where T(Br,tp) (tp,TßTtp) is the global sojourn time (1.1). According to (2.20),
transmission (alternatively, reflection) free reference sojourn times are given by

T?*(Br,tp) ee P±(V,)-1 j~dt (stpt,^(F±FBr + FsrF^Stp?)

P±t ï"1 r*p ^ rr±p c ï r {{<p,SlF±S(StT%rS)<p)\
P J dtPe(Stpt,F±FBrS<pt) Rel ^ I

(3-7)
where Tg J^° dtU° FbtU° is the free sojourn time operator. Then, the time delays
for the initial state tp conditional to the fact that the particle is ultimately transmitted
(alternatively, reflected) may be defined as the limit

r^tp) firn (T*(BP, tp) - T%±{Br, tp)) (3.8)

and we have the average

T(tp) P+(tp)T+(tp) + P-(tp)T~(tp) (3.9)

where r(tp) is the global time delay (1.4)4.

For a sufficiently well behaved incoming state tp, describing a particle approaching the

potential from the left, an explicit calculation yields (see appendix B)

r±(tp) P±(tp)-1 J~dE \A\E)tp(E)\2^^- (3.10)

where A*(E) \A±(E)\exp(ia:k(E)) are respectively the transmission and reflection
coefficients at energy E.

4 Notice that, as for the classical case, the free sojourn times T?n(Br,tp) (tp,TBrtp) and

T^ut(Br,tp) (tp,S^TBrStp) are the same for spherically symmetric potentials (see (4.5))
and in general as r —> oo; see for instance [18].
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Remarks

1) It is worth emphasizing that (3.3) is a natural choice only in view of the limit
r->cc (because of (3.4)). If r is kept finite, it may be preferable, instead of (3.3), to keep

the non-negativity along with (i) and give up (ii) by considering

Wt(Br,±;tp)=\\Ft±FBrM2- (3-11)

For this choice T^(Br,tp) is still a (real) weU defined quantity though it does not have a

simple expression like (3.5). Another possibility is to keep the non-negativity along with
(ii) and give up (i) by considering

Wt(BT,±;tp)=\\FBTF^tf (3.12)

This gives

T±(Pr, tp) P±(<^)-1T(Pr, S^F±Stp) T(Br, tp±) (3.13)

i.e., the global sojourn time for the normalized part tp^ P±(y>) * S*F±Stp of the initial

wave packet tp which is ultimately transmitted (alternatively reflected). This is the
definition taken in [19] for transmission and reflection sojourn (dwell) times.

2) We observe that the time delay formula (3.10) is the direct quantum generalisation
of the classical formula (2.23) in the sense of the correspondances

f*(E) *— ^(PMP)!2
a±(E) «— a±(E).

(3-14)

3) In the fimit of an incoming state approaching a plane wave, formula (3.10) yelds
the (here one-dimensional) angular time delay formula (1.7). However, (3.10) is valid for
general (sufficiently well behaved) incoming states tp and in that sense it is more general
than (1.7).

4) A different definition for transmission and reflection time delays, using the concept
of sojourn time, has been proposed in [20]. However, countrary to our case, their approach
is drastically restricted to one-dimensional scattering and yields, for these times, divergent
expressions in the limit r —* oo.

5) The recent controversy on tunneling times has evolved around the question of finding

a well-defined and universal quantity giving the average time spent by a transmitted
(alternatively, reflected) quantum (one-dimensional) particle in a finite interval containing
the range of the potential (see the review papers [21],[22]). According to the present analysis,

the tunneling time question may simply be restated as follows: what is the quantum
analogue of the (classical) random variable XfXBr The question is clearly an hill-defined
one since the projection operators P4 and FBr which are respectively the quantum
analogues of the characteristic functions Xf' and XBr, correspond to ^incompatible observables
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(i.e., they do not commute). This simply means that conditional sojourn times cannot be

uniquely defined in quantum mechanics because of the uncertainty principle. In other
terms, the tunneHng time question is a classical question which does not admit a general
answer in the realm of quantum mechanics. However, as far as one is concerned with the
notion of time delay, the situation is different. Indeed, in the limit r —» oo, the observables

FBr and Ft become compatibles and the auxiliary function (3.3) recover a proper
probabilistic interpretation. Thus, in agreement with the conclusions in [21], we find that
conditional time delays (i.e., asymptotic phase times) are the only weU-defined (in the
probabiHstic sense) conditional time-statements in the context of the quantum scattering
process.

6) The Larmor clock, originally introduced in [23],[24], is a concievable way of
measuring directly the sojourn time by means of the precession of a spin in a weak magnetic
field (see [25] and references therein). The Larmor clock has also been used to define
transmission and reflection sojourn times by considering the spin precession associated with the
transmitted and reflected waves separately. It is interesting to note that the times thus
obtained (the so-called local Larmor times) are nothing but the transmission and reflection
sojourn times (3.5) (see for instance [26]).

7) It is worth noting that the naive correspondance X*XBr *—? FtFBr leads to the
so-called complex interaction times which have received a formulation in terms of Feynman
path-integrals [27]-[29] (in [29] the authors give the same negative conclusion about the
possibility of obtaining a unique quantum definition for the duration of a tunneling event).
The imaginary parts of these times, the so-called Büttiker Larmor times [30], contain an
information on the variation of transmission and reflection probabilities with respect to
energy and in the context of the Larmor clock method they are related to the change of
the spin component parallel to the field direction when transmitted and reflected particles
are considered separately.

4. Three-dimensional quantum scattering

We consider in this section a (one-body) potential scattering system in three dimensions.

The Hilbert space is H L2(R3) and the free hamiltonian is H0 —A/2m(H 1

and m is the mass of the particle) where A denotes the laplacian on L2(R3). The total
hamiltonian is H Ho + V where the potential V is assumed to be such that the wave
operators exist, are complete and the scattering operator is unitary [16].

Let F be an arbitrary projection operator in Ti. Then, according to the analysis of
the preceeding sections, we define the time delay rF(tp) of the scattering process with
incoming state tp and for a scattered state which is observed in the subspace FH, as the
limit

rF(tp) lim (TF(Br,tp) - T°J(Br,tp)) (4.1)
r—?oo
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where (see (3.5),(3.7))

T (BT, tp) Re ^ ||F5v>||2 li (Br, ¥») Re ^ p^p J
(4.2)

For simplicity, we shall study the limit (4.1) in the simple case of a finite-range spherically
symmetric potential (R > 0, V(r) 0 if r > fi) and for an incoming state tp belonging
to the dense set of states of Schwartz functions with compact support on the spectrum
of Ho and having a finite number of components in the basis \£, m) of eigenvectors of the
orbital momentum. Then, the sojourn time TBr(E), at energy E, admits the following
decomposition

Tb,(E)= f] \l,m)TlBr(E)(l,m\ (4.3)
(=0

|m|£<

where, for r > R (see for instance [1]),

TBr(E) -^L - iSUE)l?£P- - ± sin(2V^n^r -tw + 2St(E)) (4.4)

and 6i(E) is the phase shift for the energy E and the angular momentum £ i.e., Si(E)
(£,m\S(E)\£,m) exp(2i6f(E)). For the free sojourn time we have obviously the same

expression with

lfg(E) (e,m\T?(E)\e,m) (e,m\S*(E)T?(E)S(E)\£,m)
2rm 1 ,„ r—- „ s

(4.5)

We shall now assume that the projection operator F is, in momentum space, multiplication
by a function of the angles only. Then, the difference TB (E) — TB' (E) is to be averaged
between the smooth wave packets tpim(E) and (S^FStp)im(E) and thus converges weakly,
as r —y oo, to -iSf(E)dSt(E)/'dE 2dSt(E)/dE since the oscillating terms in (4.4) and

(4.5) do not contribute because of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. Finally, using SS* I
(or equivalently St(E)S((E) 1), we obtain for the conditional time delay the formula

The proof of the existence of the limit (4.1) and its identity to the formula (4.6) could be
extended to the case of more general potentials (not necessarily spherically symmetries)
for a suitable class of initial states tp, by the time-dependent methods of [6]. Formula (4.6)
is the natural generalization of the Eisenbud-Wigner formula (1.5),(1.6) which is simply
recovered by setting F I. It also constitute, as we shall see, the natural generalization
of the angular time delay formula (1.7). For this, let F be the projection operator onto the
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subspace of states the momentum of which lies in the cone C(k2,a) {k € R3|fc-£:2 > a|fc|}
(\k2\ 1 and 0 < a < 1) and let fì(fc2,a) be the part of the surface of the unit sphere

S^ lying in the cone C(k2, a). Clearly F /ß,j cPk |ifc)(fc|. To derive the angular time
delay formula (1.7) from (4.6) we need to make the two following assumptions:

(i) the modulus of the incoming wave packet tp is sharply peacked in momentum space
about ki y/2mEki ;

(ii) relative to this sharp peack the S-matrix and its energy derivative are slowly varying
functions with respect to all variables (energy and angles).

Then, we have the approximations

(Stp)(E,k)= f d?k'(k\S(E)\k')tp(E,k') sa A(E)(k\S(E)\h) (4.7)
Jsm

where A(E) fsm cPk' tp(E, k'). Thus, we obtain

||P5^||2= HdE' j cPk\(Stp)(E',k)\2sa j°°dE' f d**|A(^*)|sK£|^(JS')|£1)|3
JO Jn(~ki,a) JO Jn(ki,a)

« f°dSf \A(E')\2 j d2k\(k\S(E)\ki)\2
Jo 7n(t,,a)

(4.8)
and in an analogous way one finds

(tp, S*F(-idS/dH0)tp) sa Ç°dE' \A(E')f f cPk (ki \SKE)\k)(k\ - idS(E)/dE\ki).
Jo yjj(i2)o)

(4.9)
Finally, inserting (4.8) and (4.9) into (4.6) and taking the limit a —> 1, we obtain

tF ((k2ÌdS(E)/dE\ki)\ d {klsmk) (4.10)KV> \ (k2\S(E)\ki) J dE 6V 2| v n u K '

which is the desired angular time delay formula (1.7).

To conclude, consider the case where F is the projection operator onto the one-
dimensional subspace generated by a (sufficiently smooth in energy) state £ i.e., F |£)(£l-
Then, we come down to a notion of state-to-state time delay i.e., the time delay associated

to the transition tp —y £. We have the formula

^)—(-«({-(g/ffw)- (4,1)
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Appendix A

In this appendix we derive explicit expressions for the transmission and reflection
time delays (2.21). We shall do it in some details only for the transmitted case. Let

(x_(t),p_(t)) it o ft-(xo,Po), we have

/oodtPt(Br\+,tp)
-OO

/OO
y«00 yOO

dt dx dpX+(x,p)XBr(x,p)ft(x,P)
-oo J— oo J—oo

/oo
/«oo |>oo

dt dx0 dpoXBr(x-(t),p-(t))f+(xo,po)
-oo J—oo J— oo

/OO
aOO yOO i-r

dt J dx0 / dpo / dyS(y- ar_(t))/+(x0,po)
-oo J—oo J— oo J — r

(A.l)

where for the third equality we have made the change of variables (x,p) it° fi-(x0,po)
and 6 is the Dirac delta-function. At this step we note that for a transmitted trajectory

p.(t) jp2 - 2mV(x-(t)). (A.2)

Thus, making the change of variable z x-(t),dt (m/' y/pç — 2mV(z))dz and integrating

with respect to z, we obtain

/°°
t°° tr rr)

dx0 / dpo / dy f+(x0,Po)
-oo Jo J-r VPo - 2mV(y)

aoo aoo AOO /
P+(tp)~l dxo dpo\ dy[ —

J-oo Jo [J-oo \V1

m m \ 2rm
+ri K--Tr7~\ /2 I ' „ f+(*0,Po)

/p2 - 2mV(y) yjpl) Po J

(A.3)
where for the second equality we have used the fact that (—r,r) contains the finite range
of the potential. Let /*(£) \J^/^° dx0f±(x0, \j2mE) and

a+(E) f°°dy [y/2m(E - V(y)) - v/2^p) (A.4)

Then, (A.3) may be rewritten into the form

^(*./)-nrt-jf«n-)(4^+^). m
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In an analogous way one can easily show that

r-(B.,f). p-M- fans> (^r + ;&) <">

where
fx(E)

a~x(E) 2 dy (y/2m(E - V(y)) - V2mE) + 2x(E)V2mE, (A.7)

x(E) infr{x|P — V(x) 0} is the reflection point for an incoming particle with energy
E and we have assumed x(E) < 0 for all E. For the free reference times one finds

/"OO Orm
tt(Br,f) PH?) I dEf±(E)-0=. (A.8)

Finally, using (A.5),(A.6) and (A.8) into (2.21) we obtain (2.23).

Notice that since transmission occurs if E — supx V(x) > 0 (and conversely for reflection)

one simply has

/=¦=(£) 0 (±(E - sup V(x)f) f(E) (A.9)

where f(E) y/^Coo dxof(xo, V2^Ë).

Appendix B

In this appendix we indicate how to derive expHcit expressions for the transmission
and reflection time delays (3.8). For this, it is convenient to work in the two valued

energy representation specified by E k2/2m and k/\k\. The scattering operator on the

energy shell S(E) is then given by a 2 x 2 unitary matrix with elements (p\S(E)\cr), p,a G

{+, —} where (+\S(E)\+) — (—\S(E)\—) is the transmission coefficient at energy E and

(—|5,(P)|-(-),(-r-|5(P)|—) are respectively the reflection coefficients for a particle coming
from the left and from the right. The sojourn time operator TBr(E) on the energy shell is

also a 2 x 2 matrix with elements

m f(p\TBr(E)\<T) -j=jdxrp(E,x)ME,x), P,a €{+,-} (B.l)

where rl>±(E, x) v/27r(2P/m)1/4(x|n_|J5, ±) are the solutions of the stationary Schrôdinger

equation Hip±(E,x) E%/>±(E,x), with asymptotic forms

ip+(E,x) eiV2mEx + (-\S(E)\+)e-iV2mEx x < xx

ME, x) (+\S(E)\+)ei^7^1 x > x2

and

V>-(P,x) HS(P)|-)e-^"^ *<*i
x/>-(E,x) e-iAï^Ër + (+\S(E)\-)eiV2™Ëx x > x2.

(B.2)

(B.3)
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Observing that i^*(E,x)ìl>a(E,x) ^dhPì„(E,x)/dx where

h»°&x) {-WW - ^»dïdË) {E'X) (B-4)

one can use (B.2),(B.3) and (B.4) to derive explicit expressions for the matrix elements

(B.l), when the interval (—r,r) contains the range of the potential (in our case (—r,r) D

(xi,x2)). Let tp be a sufficiently well behaved incoming state describing a particle
approaching the potential barrier from the left i.e., (Ptp)(E) v2mEtp(E) where tp(E) is,
for example, a Schwartz function with compact support and no support in a neighbourhood
of the origin. Then, an explicit calculation yields

T±(Br,tp) PH?)-' J~dE \A±(E)tp(E)\> (^El + JgL + A?Bt(E,r?) (B.5)

where A±(E) |A±(JS)| exp(ia±(E)) (±\S(E))\+) and the interference terms A^t(E, r)
are given by

AUE, r) -^r^ sin(a-(E) - a+(E)) cos(a+(E) + 2ÄPr)ltj (B.6)
KAE, r) At,(E) +

2E]A-(E)]
cos(a-(E) - a+(P)) sin(a+(E) + 2v/2^Ër).

Moreover, one obtains fpr the free reference times

T?*(Br, tp) PH?)"' fdE | A±(E)v(E)\2 (-||L + A?*(E, r)) (B.7)

where A?£(E,r) 0 and A?^~(E,r) sm(2V2mEr)/2E\A-(E)\. Finally, inserting (B.5)
and (B.7) into (3.8) and noting that the osciUating interference terms do not contribute
because of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, we find (3.10).
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